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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.11 

 

General 

� AFOG-8FTJEB - Printouts from for instance the Delivery List procedure when using Crystal Reports forms 
could cause an error that closed MONITOR. 

� BKNN-8MZK59 - The Tool tips that are displayed when you point at a Chart in a Start page component 
could be rounded-off different in different components. Now will the figures in the Tool tips will be rounded-
off coherent with thousands separator and without decimals. 

� BKNN-8Q7BXT - If a user made changes in the Start Page and the change should affect the logged on 
users, an error message could be displayed to the other users. This occurred when the other users closed a 
procedure and returned to the Start Page. 

� RDJF-8QMHE7 - The Start page component Reported quantity/work center displayed all days reportings, 
even if you had selected Period "Today". 

� SSTG-8V2G96 - If you used Default values in print procedures such as Delivery Reminders, the Default 
values were over written by the function that suggest the last used Supplier code. 

� AFOG-8WCCWK - You only got one PDF file when you made printouts from the Print Transport Labels 
procedure even if you had selected several printouts. It wasn’t possible to send two order rows with the 
same Part number as e-mail. 

� BKNN-8WZ9YP - The Start Page component Project Summary displayed error messages if a project had 
incorrect data in the database, in the name or if data was missing in any of the partial calculations. 

� LREM-8X8JPR - The Total in some lists in MONITOR became incorrect if you had a Currency code that not 
only contained letters, for instance US$. 

� FOHN-8XLK9S - Adapted Number series were incorrectly removed/deleted when you updated the system. 

� TBOL-8XN9VX - It could be mismatch between reported quantity on order and transfer to stock. 

� SSÖG-8XNDGJ - MONITOR could during certain circumstances shut down with a program error if you 
entered a Delivery period in the Order header and then opened the Rows tab. This error could occur both in 
Register Purchase Order and Register Customer Order procedures. 

� SHYS-8XSBR8 - News: We have extended the field VAT number to 20 characters in the Update Supplier 
and Update Customer procedures. 

Manufacturing 

� CSIG-83TJFX - The Reorder Point List – Tools shut down with a program error if you used the Info menu 
in the list. 

� RDJF-8GPHRV - It wasn’t possible to save any reportings in the Report Subcontract Dispatch procedure 
when there was a message on the Supplier. 

� SSTG-8SBAP3 - Empty rows were displayed in the BOM / Operation List when you selected Show 
Instructions and/or Tools in the list. 

� BSAN-8XG8XG - Loading Simulations that contained subcontract operations was loaded as Forecast rows in 
the Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure. 
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Purchase 

� RALG-8KRFUT - A Payment plan could get incorrect status on the advance payment rows when you linked a 
Supplier invoice to the In advance basis in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure, and didn’t save the 
registered Supplier invoice. The status will now be set when you save the invoice instead of pressing "Link" 
on the Link tab. 

� BKNN-8SVA4G - News: Now the SEPA file will be created automatically if you check Automatic MEDI in the 
EDI links procedure. This news is for the customers that use SEPA payments when paying supplier 
invoices, i.e. Finland. 

� SHYS-8TXASH - The Payment Forecasts procedure didn’t take any notice the Suppliers Payment terms 
for Subcontract purchase orders if you selected Include order backlog and Include subcontracts. 

� KFTM-8U3FKL - It was possible to change the Voucher date on a supplier invoice which Preliminary coding 
was transferred to the General ledger. 

� KFTM-8VDAV2 - The button "Authorization EIM", in the Update Supplier procedure didn’t work. 

� ÖBRN-8WWGSH - The Intrastat Control report displayed incorrect date for the Intrastat Import. 

� BKNN-8X2FH9 - If you registered a Comprehensive invoice that contained several orders with payment 
plans, the payment plans became incorrect when you liked them to the Purchase orders. 

� KFTM-8XLAX9 - When you made a Set-off on an On account payment out, the invoice got incorrect status. 

Sales 

� ÖBRN-8LRGCX - If you made an export of the list type Credit limit from the Customer List procedure to a 
text file, some of the columns got incorrect order. 

� ÖBRN-8M4J8Y - If an Invoice with Fictitious Parts was registered in the Register invoice (directly) 
procedure, you didn’t get any question about updating the balance if you saved without using tab to move 
through the row. 

� FOHN-8QGBZW - News: Now it’s possible to decide whether dispatch advice by e-mail shall be filled in 
automatically in the Register Customer Order procedure, by using the Setting "Transfer dispatch advice 
address (e-mail) only for recipient of dispatch advice". Enter a specific e-mail address in the Update 
Customer procedure on the Info tab, the section E-mail and select "Dispatch Advice" in the field Recipient 
of. 
There are new names on the options in the Setting "Send dispatch advice via e-mail" under the System tab 
in the Settings procedure. The Setting will however work as before. 

� LREM-8TQMB4 - News: It’s no longer possible to change currency on a Customer order/Purchase order 
with Payment/Invoicing plan when a part of it is released. 

� ÖBRN-8TXDDS - Round-off differences could occur between the Accounts Receivable Ledger (the rest 
amount) and the Age analysis in the Accounts Receivable Analysis procedure. This error only occurred 
for invoices in foreign currencies where the conversion and round-off caused the difference. These Round-
off differences also occurred in the equivalent lists in Accounts payable. 

� KFTM-8TY9M5 - An error message was displayed if you tried to export an EC Sales List that had zero 
amount. 

� KFTM-8UAFAH - If you cancelled a payment in/out that was partially paid on two different dates, the 
cancellation date became incorrect. 

� KFTM-8URGBB - The date format became incorrect when you exported the Invoicing log to Excel. 

� ÖBRN-8VMJYK - News: The Late payment fee for Interest Invoices in Polish systems will now be calculated 
with 365 days. To activate the new calculation you need adaptation no. 449 to the system. This adaptation 
is delivered as a part of the Polish edition. 

� SSÖG-8VUKY9 - It wasn’t possible to remove the number (enter 0 number of days) in the field Del. day on 
the Info tab in the Update Customer procedure. 
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� BSAN-8WTAAR - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) didn’t work correctly on other rows than row number 1 in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

� KFTM-8X7FHY - It was impossible to change the Due date on Invoices with zero amount in the Update 
Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. 

� SSÖG-8XCDEY - A program error could occur if you were too fast using the Enter button in the Coding 
window in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

� SSÖG-8XEBJE - The function to create Purchase order from Customer order didn’t work because of an 
incorrect control against the Setting "Purchase limit?" on the Purchase tab in the Settings procedure. 

� SSÖG-8XFHEL - When replanning for instance the Delivery period in the Import EDI Orders procedure, 
the link to the Manufacturing order was lost. 

� FOHN-8XLJ3J - News: The Posten (Swedish) package number series no longer need to be registered if you 
use the SSCC package number series in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� SSÖG-8XSBKE - News: The field VAT number in the Update Customer procedure is extended to 20 
characters. 

� SSÖG-8XU8HW - The message "Split order no:" appeared when you saved a delivery schedule in the 
Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. This error occurred when the Customer code in the import 
file did not match the code on the Customer order. 

� SSÖG-8XVA6Q - When you filtered rows with errors after import of Delivery schedules in the Import EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure, the rows became reversed when you turned off the filter. 

Inventory 

� BSAN-8MDH9X - Comments that consisted of several rows in the inventory reporting caused incorrect Total 
in the Physical Inventory Difference procedure. 

� BSAN-8VUASP - It wasn’t possible to send M-orders without requirement (diff 9999) from the 
Rescheduling Suggestion – Out procedure to the Register Manufacturing Order procedure, which was 
possible in version 7.2. 

� SSTG-8X8DLW - A dropdown arrow was displayed in the Location field in the Update Parts and Part Info 
procedures when you didn’t have the Setting "Use multiple locations?" activated. 

� KJAN-8XKARG - The combination Create order suggestion in past time? and Shortage in safety stock gave 
incorrect suggestions in the Requirement Calculation and Run Netting. 

� BKNN-8XVCH8 - If you used adaptation 175, Credit invoice – Claim, a scroll bar was missing in the E-mail 
field. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-8LPFFX - The Part Info, Order Info etc. were duplicated in the Time Reporting Terminal – TRT. Also 
the start method alternatives as Priority plan, Report number and Indirect work codes were duplicated. The 
Time Reporting Terminal – TRT is a supplement to MONITOR. 

� JLIN-8P6CBJ - News: The recordings that are saved when calculating the SWH (Shorter Working Hours) 
will now be saved as Authorized recordings. The user that saves the SWH calculation will automatically be 
Authorized signer on the saved records. 

� JLIN-8TBGDM - You got a control against balance even if there was no Transf. to stock on an operation if 
you made reportings in the Recording Terminal procedure, when you had the Setting "Block for stock 
rep. that generates a neg. bal, also at location level?" activated. 

� JLIN-8XCCMQ - Now it’s mandatory to select a job that has 0 priority in the Time Reporting Terminal – 
TRT. If you had selected that an Operation shall not be displayed in the Priority plan, it’s no longer visible. 
The Time Reporting Terminal – TRT is a supplement to MONITOR. 

� JLIN-8XD9E2 - Period switch on Attendance recordings could give incorrect result if there were multiple 
Absence codes registered on an Employee. 
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� MZEL-8XE9X7 - Now you can get the Operations Rest quantity suggested in the Approved quantity field 
when you make reportings in the Time Reporting Terminal – TRT. The Time Reporting Terminal – TRT is a 
supplement to MONITOR. 

� JLIN-8XFA9U - The Parts Additional name will also be displayed in the Part Info in the Time Reporting 
Terminal – TRT. It is also possible to enter any part number. The Time Reporting Terminal – TRT is a 
supplement to MONITOR. 

Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8SBGQU - If you used Save as… to create a new project in the Register Project procedure and 
answered "Yes" on the question "Generate new text numbers?", existing document links on activities 
wasn’t copied. 

� ÖBRN-8TQGBN - News: We have changed the names of the files that you can export in the Print SRU 
procedure. The files new names are INFO.SRU and BLANKETTER.SRU according to the Swedish Tax 
Administrations new regulations. 

� SHYS-8U793G - The Release AutoCoding procedure created incorrect figures if you had a Periodic auto 
coding on an account that also had a Direct AutoAllocation. This occurred when you released the 
AutoCodings. 

� KFTM-8UBA8Y - The check box Show comment in the Project Summary procedure didn’t work properly all 
the time. 

� ÖBRN-8UNHAX - The export of SIE files included unnecessarily data with CC, CU and Project even if there 
were no coding on these sub-levels. The result was "empty" object balances. 

� ÖBRN-8USCE4 - News: Now you can AutoCode Projects in a new way. If you deselect the Setting 
"AutoCoding/AutoAllocation at account level?" it is possible to enter AutoCoding on sub-levels eg. CC, CU 
and Project. If you want to make AutoCoding on a project you have until now needed to create a new 
AutoCoding for every project. Now you only need AutoCoding registered on the account and CC/CU, if any. 
If you, when coding, enter an account with AutoCoding and include a project, the AutoCoding will also 
include the project. 

� KFTM-8VDAZJ - There were empty pages between every page when you made printouts from the Print 
Chart of Accounts, list type By heading. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� LAHM-8ANJ2E - There wasn’t possible to give a user the right to only preview Supplier invoices in lists etc. 
To a user that could preview invoices, you could also send her/him invoices to authorize. For users that 
only shall be able to preview invoices (not be able to authorize) please do as follows: 

1. Make sure that the user is registered in the EIM database in the Users procedure, the button "EIM". 

2. Unmark the EIM checkbox for the user on the References tab in the Company Info procedure. 

3. Make sure that the users Reference code is selected in the field Default reference in the Users 
procedure. 

� LREM-8USFW2 - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you were too quick to press the buttons in 
the Reminder window and then closed the reminder by pressing the red cross. 

� SHYS-8VMA4D - The supplement MONITOR Authorize froze and you had to restart the program if you 
saved an invoice before you had made any coding on it and then tried to add a coding. 

� BKNN-8VUKDC - The Drag and drop function when registering supplier invoices could save incorrect invoice 
image to a Consecutive number. This could occur when you during registration previewed an already 
registered invoice, then pressed the button "New record" and dragged in a new invoice in the viewer. 
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Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8RQHDP - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you had a default Part in a Selection 
group of the type Optional and changed the Part to another Part. This error could only occur in systems 
with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8T2FY4 - If there was a message on a Part, the message wasn’t displayed when the part was 
selected in a Selection group of the type Optional. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 


